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What I feel the definition of being an adult means to be mature and 

responsible with your things that you have to do in life to life basics. Age 

doesn’t have anything to do with being mature or being in the adult section. 

It’s about self realization of you becoming mature. Some people when there 

maturing there starting college, or a new job, or even just going through with

your life. When you are an adult you can make life judgments without any 

ones help fromfamilyor friends. You start identifying yourself of how 

independent you can be by your own. One important thing that you need to 

be an adult isresponsibility. 

You  would  need  responsibility  towards  your  family,  friend  members,  and

yourself.  As  a  member  of  society  you  would  need  to  engage  in  the

community you live in, so you know your whereabouts in the place you live

at. You can have a social responsibility which means to volunteer and recycle

to keep the place clean. If you’re a responsible friend you would help him or

her to make a good decision before he realizes he make a bad mistake. Be

there for hem whenever he needs help. A responsible adult will take care of

their family and help support them when they need it. Your family should be

an important thing in your life. 

Also you should be respectful of your mom and dad, brothers and sisters. A

good father or mother for your child. Without responsibility you won’t be able

to fulfill your duties of being a good parent. Without it you might forget to

pick  up  dinner  for  your  wife.  Or  you  could  be  late  to  pick  up  your  son

fromsoccerpractice. As an adult, you would need to be financially responsible

to support yourself. You can’t expect to be taking care of a family if you can
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barely support yourself. It’s an adult’s responsibility to pay the bills of the

house, and worry about themoneyto see if he has enough to support himself.

But a responsible adult is usually good with money, so he won’t be low for

the month. He would know how to save money, or not waste it on anything

that is not necessary. And know when to use the money if they absolutely

need it, or if it’s a requirement thing. Respectis also an important part of

being an adult.  For example if  you got hired at a job,  and you don’t like

someone your goanna have to learn how to deal with them. Adults have to

learn how to deal with one another in daily basics. They don’t let little things

get in the way of there workingenvironment. 

They don’t let there emotions get the best of them. They have self control

which comes from being or becoming an adult. One of my role models for

being an adult is my father. He is responsible by, he pays the bills, makes

sure he hasfoodin the table, and money in the bank. When things get bad or

stressful he just keeps a calm mind and thinks of  what the solutions are

cause  that’s  what  a  responsible  adult  does.  My  dad  is  teaching  me  of

responsibility  not by telling me, but as me just watching him and seeing

what he has to do to maintain us. I respect him for everything he has done

too keep us in place. 
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